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Launches new Standard (SE) and Pro editions; includes chargeback capabilities, OS monitoring and
third-party systems integration
Buffalo Grove, IL, February 17th, 2009 – Vizioncore Inc., the market leader in server virtualization
management, today announced it has launched two new editions of its successful vFoglight product, the
world’s most popular virtualization monitoring solution. vFoglight is the only virtualization
monitoring solution that helps administrators understand the complex relationships and interactions among
all the components within a virtual infrastructure.
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To provide customers with maximum flexibility, vFoglight is now offered in two editions – vFoglight
Standard (SE) and vFoglight Pro. vFoglight SE provides all the necessary components to help
organizations monitor the performance of their virtual infrastructures. vFoglight Pro includes all the
features of vFoglight SE and adds advanced capabilities for Chargeback, Physical Operating System (OS)
Monitoring, Third-Party Integration and more. The chart below outlines the key features of each edition:
“Understanding the performance of the virtual infrastructure is a complex challenge, and vFoglight
provides the ideal solution to bring clarity and expertise to the most significant problems,” commented
Chris Page, Director of Product Management at Vizioncore. “With the latest edition of vFoglight SE, and
the newly introduced vFoglight Pro, administrators can view the entire infrastructure through detailed
architectural representations and use out-of-the-box alerts and expert advice to diagnose root-cause
problems affecting performance and availability. By offering two vFoglight editions, Vizioncore seek to
give customers exactly what they need at a price point to match the key features offered. ”
vFoglight SE helps administrators better understand internal VM performance and determine if resources
are being utilized efficiently. With vFoglight Pro, organizations can go beyond virtual server monitoring
to extend visibility to physical server environments, send and receive alerts from third-party systems,
and perform Chargeback. Combined, these features take visibility to an all new level and helps
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organizations do more with less. Following this theme of providing value and ROI, Vizioncore is launching
vFoglight Pro to the market at a special introductory price of $499/socket until March 31, 2009.
“Being able to monitor the performance of the virtual infrastructure should be a priority for any
organization, but particularly those with critical applications running within virtual machines. They
must fully realize, and then mitigate, the risks posed by performance issues before arriving at a
potentially disastrous situation,” continued Page. “Only vFoglight from Vizioncore provides the
granularity needed to support mission-critical IT infrastructures, while providing the high-level 360
degree view.”
Both editions of vFoglight provide comprehensive capabilities for customization of dashboards, views,
derived metrics and rules. Additionally, they contain built-in user/group and role security which can be
linked to external LDAP resources such as Active Directory.
vFoglight SE and vFoglight Pro are operational right out-of-the-box. Available now, vFoglight SE and Pro
editions support Windows Server 2000 (SP4) and Windows Server 2003 32/64 Bit Base OS (SP1/SP2) across
VMware environments.
For more information please visit www.vizioncore.com/vfoglight
About Vizioncore Inc.
Founded in 2002 and headquartered in Buffalo Grove, IL, Vizioncore Inc. is a fully-owned subsidiary of
Quest Software. The company has operations in the Americas, EMEA, Asia and Australia. Vizioncore's
products provide server virtualization management solutions that help customers safeguard and optimize
their IT systems while allowing them to extract the maximum return on their investment in virtualization.
Vizioncore’s products are built from the ground up to support virtual environments with none of the
legacy encumbrances of products built for physical servers. Over 15,000 organizations around the world,
from SMBs to large-scale enterprises, use Vizioncore’s products. Vizioncore operates independently and
distributes its products through an extended partner network of 2,200 value-added resellers worldwide.
For more information please visit www.vizioncore.com.
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